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position-wavenumber quasi-density. WTs are used in the asymptotic treatment of semiclassical and
In fact the WT's practical applicability is other wave problems. The smoothed WT (SWT) severely limited, actually not because of the negmethod is a regularization and extension of WT-ative values or any other theoretical issue. It exbased approaches for the homogenization of wave hibits artifacts collectively come to be known as propagation, which decouples homogenization from c asymptotics: exact equations for the evolution of a 'interference terms' which make it overwhelmingly given problem at coarse scale can be obtained, in-complicated. For example, WTs typically exhibit stead of merely looking at small parameter limits oscillations in phase-space at the length scale of osIn this work we present the derivation of the SWT . The WT has a number of mathematical prop-the WM now corresponding to the whole scaled erties which allow its interpretation as a position-family of problems. That is, WM-based homogwavenumberl quasi-density, such as the correct enization necessarily involves a small-parameter marginals property limit. This approach has undoubtedly been a very successful one, but still it has its limitations: it 1 k~~2 
M(t) = (MUE (X, t), IE (X, t))xE=
Here we will present the derivation of the ex-= (ME (XIk), WE [uE] (xI k t))Ek R 2n (7) act equations for the evolution in time of the SWT fu,gk>E [tuE] (X, k, t) of a wavefunction uE (XI t) satis-where ME (x, k) is the Weyl symbol of the operator fying a general equation. Naturally more steps are M = M (X, 6ax) (see also Appendi'x A).
necessary for a complete theory, e.g. studying the Indeed quadratic observables such as amplitude well-posedness of the new equations, and exploring square, energy, energy flux etc are typically very imtheir potential for computation. There exists some portant in wave propagation problems3. Moreover work on both of these topics and we will briefly quadratic observables can be resolved over phasego over it below; however the focus here is on the space according to derivation.
We start by formulating the result without the £(x, k, t) = smoothing, i. [21, 12] ; from now on we will kERn use it extensively (see Appendix A for definitions, = (X,t)L(X,6ax)uE(X,t) = (X,t). (9) notation). 
This result usually appears in series form, e.g. (Here we use the semiclassical scaling, but will not [12] , which however is entirely satisfactory only make anly asymptotic conlsiderationl at this point, for L differential operators with polynomial coeffiOnle canl set 6 = 1 to get the unr-scaled versionl cients. For a direct proof of the general PDO form throu>ghou>t this work (21) by iterating that result. (The same holds for the 4w semiclassical scaling; we must first build the un-(which is also consistent with Lemma 4 for scaled version). In this connection denote bI the L(x, k) = x). This involves an 'imaginary trans-1-dimensional smoothing operator lation' on the symbol L(x, k), The numerical implications are important, because in many problems (e.g. semiconductors [16] ,
As we discussed earlier, the rigorous interpreta-nonlinear optics [13] ) phase-space quantum metiort of is through eq. (17) 
